
As you select task or work options, consider the student's IEP goals, accommodations, and modifications. If you have questions, please consult 
with the student's special education case manager.   

CCSD First Grade E-Learning Plan 
Week 1  

*Be sure to log in to Clever BEFORE beginning your work. 
Social Emotional Goals for the Week 

● Set a schedule and stick to it.  It is important that students have a predictable routine to feel safe and secure.  Help your 
student feel safe by setting a schedule.  Try to follow the same schedule (or close to it) each day. 

● Listen - This is a tough time in our world.  When your child has a tough moment, create a space to listen. Listening is a 
simple and easy way to validate the feelings that kids experience, regardless of the size of the problem. 

 Literacy Math Science/Social Studies 
Day 1 What is Traditional Literature? 

1. Engage: What do you already know 
about Traditional Literature?  

2. Explore: Watch this YouTube video 
to learn more about the genre. 

3. Explain: Craft your own definition for 
Fairy Tales, Folktales, and Fables. 
Record your definitions in your 
learning journal.  

Intro to Place Value: 
1. Engage: Watch Intro to Place Value 

from Kahn Academy. 
2. Explore:  Practice Groups of Ten on 

Kahn Academy. 
3. Explain: In your learning journal 

draw a picture showing what you 
learned about the number 34.  Use 
words and drawing. 

Community Helpers Research: Research 
the distinct characteristics of different 
communities 

1. Engage: Watch Community Helpers.  
2. Explore: Choose the PebbleGo 

Social Studies database (available in 
Clever through MackinVia).  Choose 
Social Studies then, Jobs in my 
Community. 

3. Explain your learning: Choose 2 
Community Helpers that you learned 
about.  Describe how each one 
helps the community. 

Day 2 Cause and Effect: 
1. Engage: Review  Cause and Effect 

by accessing this google slides 
presentation. 

2. Reflect:  Read Goldiclucks and the 
Three Bears.  
 * Login to Clever, open MyOn, then click the 
link. 

3. Explain your learning:  Complete the 
cause and effect graphic organizer 

Show what you know:  Place Value 
Use the Number Frames app to make the 
following numbers.  Draw your answers in 
your learning journal.  Be sure to draw your 
tens frames.  Tell how many full frames 
(tens) you have for each number and how 
many more (ones). 
 

1. 38 Full Frames: ___   More:___  
2. 14 Full Frames: ___   More:___  

Living and Nonliving Things Research: 
1. Engage:  Write your own definition of 

what a living and nonliving thing is in 
your learning journal. 

2. Explore: Choose the PebbleGo 
Science database (available in 
Clever through MackinVia).  Choose 
Science > Life Science> Living or 
Nonliving Things. 

3. Explain your learning:  Revise your 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaVh8yGbXNc
https://youtu.be/wx2gI8iwMCA
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-1st-grade-math/cc-1st-place-value/cc-1st-ones-tens/e/groups-of-tens
https://jr.brainpop.com/socialstudies/communities/communityhelpers/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NfXuu0_c6i5LXK_k9yfDN5LsCcJOrlIVhuuX8xySHZA/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=aft_gldtb_s13
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=aft_gldtb_s13
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sv6cu6g9J7ZzVAk_D9y14poKzL9MamlD/view?usp=sharing
https://www.mathlearningcenter.org/resources/apps/number-frames


about the story Goldiclucks and the 
Three Bears. 

3. 86 Full Frames: ___   More:___  
4. 59 Full Frames: ___   More:___  
5. 20 Full Frames: ___   More:___  

definitions and give three examples 
of living things and three examples 
of nonliving things. 

Day 3 What are Prefixes? 
1. Engage:  Watch What are Prefixes? 

on BrainPop Jr.  
2. Explore:  Go to MyOn and Search 

for fairytales.  Choose 1 fairytale to 
read. 

3. Explain your learning:  In your 
learning journal, make a list of words 
to describe the villain in your fairy 
tale.  Try to use at least 3 words that 
have prefixes. 

More Place Value: 
1. Engage:  Watch Place Value 

Example:  25 from Kahn Academy. 
2. Explore:  Practice Tens and Ones on 

Kahn Academy. 
3. Explain:   In your learning journal 

show what you learned about the 
number 21.  Can you show what 21 
means three different ways? 

Thank You Community Helpers 
1. Read a book from MyOn about the 

community helper of your choice.  
* Login to Clever, open MyOn, then click the 
link. 

2. Write a thank you note to your 
community helper.  Be sure to thank 
them for specific ways they help 
your community. 

Day 4 What is a Fractured Fairytale? 
1. Engage:  Watch Goldilocks and the 

Three Dinosaurs by Mo Willems and 
Goldilock and the Three Bears by 
James Marshall. 

2. Explore:  Fractured Fairy Tales  
*Note: This requires flash and may not work on 
iPads. 

3. Explain your learning:  Tell how you 
know that Goldilocks and the Three 
Dinosaurs is a fractured fairy tale. 
Give examples of what the author 
changed. 

Show what you know:  Place Value 
Use the web app Number Pieces to show 
what you learned about tens and ones. After 
making the numbers using the app, draw 
your answer in your learning journal. 
 

1. 61    ___ tens + ____ ones=_____ 
2. 11    ___ tens + ____ ones=_____ 
3. 88    ___ tens + ____ ones=_____ 
4. 24    ___ tens + ____ ones=_____ 
5. 19    ___ tens + ____ ones=_____ 

 
 

Window Sill Sort: 
1. Cut a piece of paper into 5-10 

smaller pieces of paper.  
2. Draw or write on each piece of paper 

something you see out your window.  
3. Sort the papers into living or 

nonliving.  
4. In your journal, create a 2 column 

chart. Label one column “living” and 
the other “nonliving.” Record the 
objects from your sort in the correct 
column.  What conclusions can you 
make?  

Day 5 What is a fable: 
1. Engage: Review your definitions of a 

fable from Monday.  
2. Explore:  Read The Crow and the 

Pitcher on MyOn. 
* Login to Clever, open MyOn, then click the 
link. 

3. Explain your learning:  In your 
learning journal, write the lesson you 
learned from the story.  

Review: Place Value 
1. Watch this place value video on 

BrainPop Jr. 
2. Complete Cubes on a Line.  You can 

print the page or record your 
answers in your learning journal. 

 

Rural, Urban, or Suburban 
1. Engage:  Read this book, Places in 

My Neighborhood, on MyOn 
* Login to Clever, open MyOn, then click the 
link. 

2. Explore:  Rural, Urban, or Suburban 
on BrainPOP 

3. Explain your learning:  Is your 
community rural, urban, or 
suburban?   Write three sentences 
explaining how you know. 

https://jr.brainpop.com/readingandwriting/word/prefixes/
https://youtu.be/X_PnRFAKbkg
https://youtu.be/X_PnRFAKbkg
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-1st-grade-math/cc-1st-place-value/cc-1st-ones-tens/e/tens-and-ones
https://www.myon.com/library/search.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8UjrkpgHRUw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8UjrkpgHRUw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cyQqjcdOMVY
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/interactives/fairytales/
https://apps.mathlearningcenter.org/number-pieces/
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=rr_cpitc_s04
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=rr_cpitc_s04
https://jr.brainpop.com/math/numbersense/placevalue/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hlkF3KFOGZyDfDbUWUpcR-3iHZT-44wz/view?usp=sharing
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=mn_place_s13
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=mn_place_s13
https://jr.brainpop.com/socialstudies/communities/ruralsuburbanandurban/


Week 2 
*Be sure to log in to Clever BEFORE beginning your work. 

Social Emotional Goal for the Week 
● Self-talk. When you’re feeling frustrated and take a deep breath to keep your cool, invite your child into your world by 

using self-talk. Say, “We are in a hurry, and this line is not moving very fast. I am feeling frustrated, so I’m going to take a 
deep breath.” This quick exchange teaches your child words to associate with their feelings as well as strategies like 

taking deep breaths. The words you use will become your child’s inner monologue when they’re faced with similar situations. 

 Literacy Math Science/Social Studies 
Day 6 Writing a Fairy Tale: 

1. Engage:  Read, Writing Stories: 
Writing Fairy Tales on MyOn. 
* Login to Clever, open MyOn, then click the 
link. 

2. Explore:  Choose your favorite fairy 
tale from MyOn. 

3. Explain your learning:  In your 
learning journal write your own 
fractured fairy tale.  Be sure to 
change the story by adding a twist, 
changing characters, or making it 
more modern. 

Relating addition and subtraction 
1. Engage:  Watch Relating Addition 

and Subtraction from Kahn 
Academy. 

2. Explore:  Practice Relate Addition 
and Subtraction on Kahn Academy. 

3. Explain:  In your learning journal, 
explain what you learned about the 
following picture.  Use addition and 
subtraction. 

 

Compare and Contrast Plants 
1. Engage: Choose the PebbleGo 

Science database (available in 
Clever through MackinVia).  Choose 
Science> Life Science> Plants> 
What Are Plants?  

2. Explore:  Go outside and investigate 
some plants that you see.  

3. Explain your learning:  In your 
learning journal, describe at least 
three plants that you see.  How are 
they alike and different? 

Day 7 Cause and Effect: 
1. Engage:  Cause and Effect on 

BrainPop Jr. 
2. Explore:  Read  The Lion and the 

Mouse on MyOn 
* Login to Clever, open MyOn, then click the 
link. 

3. Explain your learning:  Complete this 
cause and effect graphic organizer. 
Try to capture as many cause and 
effect relationships as you can. 

 

Show what you know:  Relating addition 
and subtraction 
In your learning journal draw number stories 
using circles or other shapes for the 
numbers below.  Be sure to use two colors 
in each story.  Write addition and 
subtraction sentences about each drawing. 
 

1. 12 3. 10 
2. 17 4.  6 

 
 

Families Around the World 
1. Engage:  Read Families Around the 

World on MyOn. 
* Login to Clever, open MyOn, then click the 
link. 

2. Explore: Choose the PebbleGo 
Social Studies database (available in 
Clever through MackinVia).  Choose 
Social Studies> Families.  Explore 
the different types of families. 

3. Explain your learning:  Who is in 
your family?  Make a list.  Be sure to 
include each person’s name as well 
as who they are (mom, dad, sister, 

https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=wrst_frytl_f13
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=wrst_frytl_f13
https://youtu.be/zVLjWIftX_o
https://youtu.be/zVLjWIftX_o
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-1st-grade-math/cc-1st-add-subtract/cc-1st-add-subtract-10/e/relate-addition-and-subtraction?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-1st-grade-math/cc-1st-add-subtract/cc-1st-add-subtract-10/e/relate-addition-and-subtraction?modal=1
https://jr.brainpop.com/readingandwriting/comprehension/causeandeffect/
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=rr_lmouse_f03
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=rr_lmouse_f03
https://docs.google.com/document/d/154Nq_1ZSn7Q-AfFGQDvk_A917YWKGu4SX1-QOofnS3M/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=atw_families_f14
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=atw_families_f14


brother, cousin etc) 

Day 8 Prefix Round-Up 
1. Engage:  Watch Prefixes for Kids on 

YouTube. 
2. Explore:  Explore books to help you 

find words with prefixes to explain 
your learning. 

3. Explain your learning:  Record as 
many words as you can think of 
using the Prefix Round Up 
organizer. 

Addition within 20 
1. Engage:  Watch Addition within 20: 

adding 7+6 from Kahn Academy. 
2. Explore:  Practice Adding within 20 

on Kahn Academy. 
3. Explain:  In your learning journal, 

solve the addition problems below. 
Show your work 2 ways. 

 
a. 8+7 c. 9+3 
b. 12+8 

Parts of a Plant 
1. Engage:  Read or listen to The 

Science Behind Plants on MyOn. 
* Login to Clever, open MyOn, then click the 
link. 

2. Explore:  Parts of a Plant on 
BrainPopJr. 

3. Explain your Learning:  Draw and 
Label a plant.  Be sure to include: 
stem, roots, leaves, flowers, seeds. 
Write about how plants use their 
parts to grow. 

Day 9  Cinderella Cause and Effect 
1. Engage:  Read Cinderella (Myon 

Text) 
2. Explain your learning:  Complete the 

cause and effect graphic organizer 
 

Show what you know:  Addition within 20 
Use the Number Line app to solve the 
following problems.  Be sure to sketch each 
number line and write your answer in your 
learning journal. 
 

a. 5+8 
b. 9+7 
c. 10+5 

 

Compare and Contrast 
1. Engage:  Watch The World’s Family 
2. Explore:  Choose two countries to 

explore from the Countries Series on 
MyOn. 

3. Explain your learning:  Use this 
double bubble map or create your 
own to compare and contrast ONE 
country you explored with the United 
States. 

Day 10 What if…. 
Rewrite Cinderella.  What would have 
happened if there was no fairy godmother?  

Subtraction within 20 
1. Engage:  Watch Subtraction within 

20 from Kahn Academy. 
2. Explore:  Practice Subtraction within 

20 on Kahn Academy. 
3. Explain:  In your learning journal, 

draw number lines and solve the 
following problems. 

a. 7-3= c. 6-4= 
b. 9-5= d. 8-3= 

Be a Botanist 
Create your own plant.  Use the directions 
on the first page to design your own plant.  
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbT1PlZS0io
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XHtG1s9UIC_IMrEMeYX_ieTyOjL9VWLl9Yu0eR_Opxg/edit?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/ZgzpTx-s9Zo
https://youtu.be/ZgzpTx-s9Zo
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-1st-grade-math/cc-1st-add-subtract/cc-1st-add-20/e/addition_2?modal=1
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=tscbh_plnts_s12
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=tscbh_plnts_s12
https://jr.brainpop.com/science/plants/partsofaplant/
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=rr_cin_f02
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1InuSHrLByVQn8ik4CfEleGwqWnW2Zhjb/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ni_at59TzMA
https://www.myon.com/library/search.html?series=569
https://www.dvusd.org/cms/lib/AZ01901092/Centricity/Domain/1535/map-double-bubble.pdf
https://youtu.be/9McJ3GobPaY
https://youtu.be/9McJ3GobPaY
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-1st-grade-math/cc-1st-add-subtract/cc-1st-sub-20/e/subtraction_2?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-1st-grade-math/cc-1st-add-subtract/cc-1st-sub-20/e/subtraction_2?modal=1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ms9VCUVV-prE81U91rEQjvIAqnNQjgjF/view?usp=sharing


 
Week 3 

*Be sure to log in to Clever BEFORE beginning your work. 
Social Emotional Goals for the Week 

● Offer praise and support for positive behaviors.  Children who demonstrate cooperation, sharing and following the rules 
can benefit from positive reinforcement to build their confidence. 

● Encourage the expression of emotions.  Rather than dismiss your child’s feelings, ask them to explain them.  This may mean 
asking them, “What’s wrong?” rather than telling them to “Stop crying.”  You can help a child manage their emotions by 

asking them to express what causes them and then offer a different solution to responding to those feelings. 

 Literacy Math Science/Social Studies 
Day 11 Text Features: 

1. Explore:  Review the text features of 
recurring phrases and dialogue by 
using this slide deck. 

2. Engage:   Read The Little Red Hen 
on MyOn. 
* Login to Clever, open MyOn, then click the 
link. 

3. Explain your learning:  Complete this 
recurring phrases document about 
The Little Red Hen. 

Addition and Subtraction Word 
Problems: 

1. Explore:  Watch Addition and 
Subtraction Word Problems: 
Superheroes from Kahn Academy 

2. Engage:  Practice Addition and 
Subtraction Word Problems from 
Kahn Academy. 

3. Explain:  In your learning journal, 
choose two word problems to solve. 
Be sure to show your work. 

Community Facts 
1. Read this book, Communities, on 

MyOn  
* Login to Clever, open MyOn, then click the 
link. 

2. Record 3 facts in your learning 
journal. Also, record one way that 
you help your community. 

Day 12 Revising a Fairy Tale: 
1. Engage:  Reread the fairy tale you 

wrote on Day 6. 
2. Explore:  Look for ways you can 

revise your piece to make it better. 
Could you add some repeated 
phrases or cause and effect 
relationships? 

3. Explain your learning:  Revise your 
fairy tale by either writing with a 
colored pen (so your teacher can 
see both versions) or rewriting your 

Show what you know: Word Problems 
In your learning journal solve the first 
problem here.  For a challenge, try the 
second. 
 

Nature Bracelet 
1. Go on a walk or into your yard and 

make a nature bracelet.  If you don’t 
have tape, you can collect 5 things 
from nature. 

2. In your learning journal, record the 
items that you found and write one 
sentence describing each item. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1jqp17BBeoIURJlkgKxHwXvDuRhGSuJi33R5QEFqXM7M/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=mfcs_lrehe_f10
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10uvmFJZ_aH2xKjzhA2nFE7wqAiRx5EVd/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/fGok2nHOjnI
https://youtu.be/fGok2nHOjnI
https://youtu.be/fGok2nHOjnI
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-1st-grade-math/cc-1st-add-subtract/cc-1st-word-problems-within-20/e/addition-and-subtraction-word-problems-within-20--level-1?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-1st-grade-math/cc-1st-add-subtract/cc-1st-word-problems-within-20/e/addition-and-subtraction-word-problems-within-20--level-1?modal=1
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hXbqAM_eYEYJZCorIiga-74CPNb8SMKSTpgUx9g43qo/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=pe_commu_s09
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dLmdvYAiZuGgC1GZehKAtDblz9NIHKzl/view?usp=sharing
https://www.scholastic.com/parents/school-success/learning-toolkit-blog/make-nature-walk-bracelet.html


fairytale on a new page in your 
learning journal. 

Day 13 Repeated words and phrases: 
1. Engage:  Watch this LearnZillion 

video to learn how repeated words 
and phrases supply meaning to a 
story. 

2. Explore:  Read Chicken Little on 
MyOn. 
* Login to Clever, open MyOn, then click the 
link. 

3. Explain your learning:  Complete this 
recurring phrases document.  

 

Addition and Subtraction Word Problems 
1. Engage:  Watch Word Problems 

Subtraction First Grade on YouTube 
2. Explore:  Practice Addition and 

Subtraction Word Problems on Kahn 
Academy. 

3. Explain:  Create two addition and 
two subtraction story problems to 
match this answer. 

Clothing Around the World 
1. Engage:  Read Clothes Around the 

World on MyOn. 
* Login to Clever, open MyOn, then click the 
link. 

2. Explore:  Explore: Choose the 
PebbleGo Social Studies database 
(available in Clever through 
MackinVia).  Choose Social Studies 
> Culture and Awareness > Customs 
Around the World> Clothing Around 
the World 

3. Explain your learning:  Draw a 
picture of what you wear of school 
and a picture of what a first grader 
from another country might wear. 
Write a sentence describing each 
picture. 

Day 14 Completing Your Writing: 
1. Engage:  Watch The Sentence Song 

on YouTube. 
2. Explore:  Reread your fairytale you 

revised on Day 12.  
3. Explain your thinking:  Complete a 

final version of your fairytale.  Be 
sure all of your sentences are 
correct with capital letters and 
punctuation marks. 

Show what you know: 
In your learning journal answer these word 
problems.  Use whatever strategy works 
best for you. 

Life Cycle of a Plant 
1. Engage:  Watch this video of a bean 

sprout growing on YouTube. 
2. Explore:  Plant Life Cycle on 

BrainPop Jr.  
3. Explain your learning:  How is a 

seedling different from an adult 
plant?  Draw a picture to show your 
answer. 

Day 15 What is a folktale? 
1. Engage:  Watch What is a folktale? 

on YouTube. 
2. Explore:  Listen to Anansi and the 

Magic Stick on YouTube. 
3. Explain your thinking:  In your 

learning journal add to your 
definitions of fairy tales, folktales, 

Word Problem Book 
Make a word problem book. Type or write a 
word problem. Once finished, solve the 
problem on the next page.  Make sure to 
include problems using addition and 
subtraction. 

Lunch Around the World 
1. Look at the pictures of School 

Lunches Around the World. Read 
ingredient lists. How are the meals 
similar? How are they different?  

2. Use this double bubble map or 
create your own to compare and 
contrast TWO countries' school 

https://learnzillion.com/lesson_plans/8826-describe-how-repeated-words-and-phrases-supply-meaning-in-a-story/
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=mfcs_chicl_f10
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10uvmFJZ_aH2xKjzhA2nFE7wqAiRx5EVd/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Z2gpbYiEXo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Z2gpbYiEXo
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-1st-grade-math/cc-1st-add-subtract/cc-1st-word-problems-within-20/e/addition-and-subtraction-word-problems-within-20--level-2?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-1st-grade-math/cc-1st-add-subtract/cc-1st-word-problems-within-20/e/addition-and-subtraction-word-problems-within-20--level-2?modal=1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vYLODYTNte5c2RlRjrQyFSyqHccEPxHI/view?usp=sharing
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=atw_clothes_f14
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=atw_clothes_f14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Wrv_ZviMEc
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bDFfeJAyEzv082xIWg3PUArTh4o7pPtZx8hkxEa890o/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=pg92cspLy0I&feature=emb_logo
https://jr.brainpop.com/science/plants/plantlifecycle/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtLeYV5f3Lg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAMzbAFeaHg&t=74s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAMzbAFeaHg&t=74s
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/02/25/school-lunches-around-the-world_n_6746164.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/02/25/school-lunches-around-the-world_n_6746164.html
https://www.dvusd.org/cms/lib/AZ01901092/Centricity/Domain/1535/map-double-bubble.pdf


and fables.  Give an example of 
each kind of story. 

lunches.  
3. Write about how lunches from those 

countries compare to your school 
lunches. 

 
 
 
 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS STANDARDS 
ELA/Reading: Unit 6 Traditional Literature 
Fairy Tales, Folktales, & Fables 
1.RL.12.1 (Classify Literary Texts by Genre)  
1-RL.8.1e (Cause & Effect) 
1-RL.12.2 (Text Structures) 
Writing: Unit 6 Writing Fractured Fairy Tales 
1-W.3.1 (Write Narratives) 
1-W-3.2 (Plan, Revise, & Edit) 
1-W.6.1 (Write Routinely & Persevere in Writing)  
1-W.5.1 (Capitalization) 
1-W.5.2a (End Marks)  
1-W.5.3 (Use Conventional Spelling) 
1-W.6.2 (Print Upper- and Lower-case Letters)  
Phonics: Unit 9 Prefixes & Review 
 
MATH STANDARDS 
1.NSBT.2 - Understand place value through 99 (grouping/bundling, decomposing, recording as an equation) 
1.NSBT.4 - Add through 99 (use concrete models, drawings, and strategies based on place value) 
1.ATO.6 - Fact Fluency to 10, add/subtract within 20 
1.ATO.1 - Real-World Problems through 20 (Addition: joining, part-part-whole & Subtraction: separation, finding parts of the whole, comparison)  
1.ATO.7 - Equal sign shows a relationship between quantities (sameness), determine if addition & subtraction equations are true 
 
SCIENCE STANDARDS 
1.S.1A.1 Ask/answer questions about the natural world using explorations, observations, or structured investigations.  
1.S.1A.2 Develop & use models to understand or represent phenomena, processes, and relationships; test devices/solutions; or communicate ideas.  
1.S.1A.6 Construct explanations of phenomena using student-generated observations and measurements; results of scientific investigations, or data 
 
SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS: 
1-4.1 Illustrate different elements of community life, including typical jobs; the interdependence of family, school, and the community; and the common methods of 
transportation and communication. 
1-4.2 Compare the daily lives of families together in America and across the world, including the roles of family members; typical food, clothing, and shelter; and 
the ways that families earn a living.  
 


